RECOMMENDED CAMERA SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

- Full camera coverage of all public rights of way and private parking areas provided by the business.
- A minimum camera and DVR or digital storage resolution of 640 X 480 pixels -1280 X 960 pixels is preferred.
- An IP-configurable DVR or digital storage setup with a public IP address.
- Ability to provide a surveillance system username and password to the Long Beach Police Department.
- A minimum of 30 days of video storage.
- Internet service with a minimum upload speed of 1 Mbs (megabytes per second), 5 Mbs upload speed is preferred.
- Cameras and DVR should support standard MPEG formats.
- DVR or digital storage system should be surge protected.
- Cameras should have low light capability, auto iris and auto focus.

For questions about these specifications or assistance with design/placement of surveillance systems, please email us at LBCOP@LongBeach.gov